
Carbon dioxide removal
Biological and Chemical



Assignments

Brightspace discussion question:

“How concerned are you about the impacts of climate change in your lifetime?”

Due this Friday by 5pm. 

Third programming assignment on identifying crops in remote sensing data 

Due Friday the 3rd by midnight. **Correction posted**

Midterm - March 9th (review on Mar 2)



Climate change in the news



Climate change in the news



Recap



“Net zero”

‘Net-zero emissions’ means that 
all sources of emissions are 
balanced out by the removal of 
GHGs.



“Net zero”

‘Net-zero emissions’ means that 
all sources of emissions are 
balanced out by the removal of 
GHGs.

Net negative emissions means 
that more GHGs are removed 
from the atmosphere than emitted



The IPCC on carbon dioxide removal

https://www.carbonbrief.org/in-depth-qa-the-ipccs-sixth-assessment-on-how-to-tackle-climate-change/#co2removal



Negative emissions

Most models of how we 
can now stay below 2 
degrees C require net 
negative emissions at 
some point.



How can GHGs be removed from the atmosphere?



How can GHGs be removed from the atmosphere?

According to the IPCC, tree-planting and ecosystem restoration are the only 
“widely deployed” forms of CO2 removal.
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When evaluating removal methods, need to consider process (including energy) and permanence.
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ML for ecological restoration
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(Geo)chemical carbon dioxide removal

According to the IPCC: Despite limited use at present, technologies such as direct air capture, 
are projected to make a “moderate to large” contribution to future CO2 removal

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mG9FZ9zqOdo


Uses of captured carbon

Aspen Institute



According to the IPCC...

The upscaling of CO2 removal methods faces “various feasibility and sustainability constraints” 

Direct air capture and storage is currently limited by its large energy requirements and by cost; the 
technology is at a “medium readiness level”.

Enhanced weathering, meanwhile, “has been demonstrated in the laboratory and in small scale 
field trials, but has yet to be demonstrated at scale”.



Paper deep dive

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1385894723005351 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1385894723005351


Enhanced Weathering 

A speed up of a natural process...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IUQn9uL6W0


The need to optimize weathering reactors

Recent studies have developed mathematical models to evaluate the reactors, following early 
explorations of mineral weathering in engineered devices. 

Such reactors offer an enclosed space and controlled conditions to enhance weathering rates, 
compared to implementation in open environments. 

However initial modelling results predicted significant energy and water demand, suggesting the 
need to optimise selection and design of reactor schemes as important steps for further 
assessing their potential.



Two reactor types

Trickle-bed reactor (TBR): Liquid 
travels through gas

Packed bubble column (PBC): Gas 
travels through liquid

In both cases, gaseous CO2 and 
solid materials dissolve into the liquid 
and then react with each other to form 
bicarbonate.

In this study they use salt water 
reactors, so that water supply isn’t an 
issue.

http://what-when-how.com



Problem: reactors need a lot of energy and space

To capture 1 tonne of CO2 (~per person emissions for one-way transatlantic 
flight), a mattress-sized reactor can consume electricity equivalent to the monthly 
electricity of a household. 

Increasing the CO2 removal rate of the reactor reduces the space it needs but 
almost always increases the amount of energy it needs. 



What are the controllable settings of the reactors?

Amount of removed carbon can 
depend on the concentration of CO2 
in the incoming air, the speed of gas 
and liquid through the reactors, and 
the properties of the solids. 
Changing these variables will also 
change the amount of energy used. 



Goal

Find a parameter setting of the reactor that optimizes the tradeoff between energy 
and space, and compare the optimized states across reactor types.



Brainstorm

What kind of data would you want to have to be able to approach this problem?

What kind of methods would you apply?

How would you measure success?

What difficulties may you face?



“Data”

Difficult to get a lot of data from these reactors in the real world. 

But these systems represent decently well-understood physical and chemical 
processes, therefore...



“Data”



“Data”

Use equations to determine what the different reactors need in order to 
remove 1 ton of CO2 using different reactor settings



How can the optimal reactor settings be found?
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Run the equations for a large 
selection of reactor settings and 
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needs.



How can the optimal reactor settings be found?

One option: brute force.

Run the equations for a large 
selection of reactor settings and 
observe the energy and space 
needs. x^7



How can the optimal reactor settings be found?

Genetic algorithms

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziMHaGQJuSI


How can the optimal reactor settings be found?

Genetic algorithms.

What is the “selection” 
process here?

https://www.generativedesign.org



Objective function

What happens as we vary w from 0 to 1?



Objective function

Pareto front

(based on idea of pareto optimality 
from game theory: where no action 
or allocation is available that makes 
one individual better off without 
making another worse off)

Liu et al., 2020



Objective function

Liu et al., 2020



How can the optimal reactor settings be found?

Genetic algorithms still 
require evaluating a large 
amount of models. 

What can we do if we don’t 
want to have to run the full 
set of equations each time?

https://www.generativedesign.org



Surrogate models!

Train an artificial neural network to replicate what the full set of physical equations 
does.

Get a data set for training by running the equations 
on a small set of reactor settings:

Train networks that map reactor 
settings to energy and space outputs:

SEC SAR
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Train an artificial neural network to replicate what the full set of physical equations 
does.

Get a data set for training by running the equations 
on a small set of reactor settings:

Train networks that map reactor 
settings to energy and space outputs:



Overall procedure

Run the physical equations to get training 
data.

Train the ANNs.

Run the genetic algorithm using a given w 
value and the ANNs as surrogate models.

Run the physical equations using the 
optimal value found by the GA. Was the 
ANN prediction actually correct?



Validating/re-training ANNs on a different parameter space

The genetic algorithm 
can explore reactor 
settings that the ANN 
was not trained on. If it 
strays too far, the ANN 
might not be an 
accurate model 
anymore and need to 
be re-trained.  



Validating/re-training ANNs on a different parameter space
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .



Overall procedure

Run the physical equations to get training 
data.

Train the ANNs.

Run the genetic algorithm using a given w 
value and the ANNs as surrogate models.

Run the physical equations using the 
optimal value found by the GA. Was the 
ANN prediction actually correct? Then 
move on to next value of w



Results

Solutions found 
change as w 
changes

TBR

PBC



Results

This method can be used to 
compare reactors and 
materials. Here it finds that 
the PBC reactor with calcite 
can remove 1 ton of CO2 for 
the least space and energy.



Conclusions

“Combined with the development and application of a robust computational procedure for 
surrogate model-based multi-objective optimisation, these two reactor types have been 
rigorously compared considering different trade-off positions of two competing objectives, energy 
consumption and space (area) requirement. With the weathering of calcite, the PBC has been 
clearly shown to be more efficient than the TBR, thanks to its better mass transfer 
performance, with the optimal trade-off solution predicting an energy consumption of 5.29 GJ 
tonne-1 CO2 at a modest space requirement.

Overall, this work has clearly identified the advantage of the PBC over the TBR in mass transfer, 
and quantified the challenges associated with the use of slow-dissolving minerals for enhanced 
weathering. We expect that the modelling approaches and learning from this work will 
inform future exploration of reactor designs, together with the further investigation of devices 
for CO2 enrichment, to reliably establish the true potential of reactor-based enhanced weathering 
for atmospheric CO2 removal.”



Further resources

Air Miners

https://airminers.org



Summary


